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didn't detect the faulty syscall would start the process anyway with a crash. Others have stated that they get a BSOD with 10.10
and a similar problem with 10.9-10.10; others aren't getting the BSOD. So, a simple question: is it possible that this OS bug was

"fixed" or has been "fixed"? A: The problem is that on 10.10, the kernel never called into darwin_helper (via the call
0xffff03e8) which handles the exception from the BSoD. Without this call, the kernel never knows it's in an error state. The

kernel always assumes that the process completed normally and reports the BSoD to the user. Here is the code for
darwin_helper: #define DYLD_STUB_OPTIONS 0x0001 /* dylib file is shared */ #define DYLD_STUB_PROCEDURE
0x0002 /* dylib file is shared, procname is */ #define DYLD_STUB_LIBRARY 0x0004 /* dylib file is shared, dylib is */

#define DYLD_STUB_GLOBAL 0x0008 /* dylib file is shared, global symbol */ #define DYLD_STUB_WEAK 0x0010 /*
dylib file is shared, weak symbol */ #define DYLD_STUB_TRACE 0x0020 /* dylib file is shared, dtrace hook */ static const

struct dylib_stub_info dylib_stub_info[] = { { DYLD_STUB_OPTIONS, DYLD_STUB_PROCEDURE, DYLD_ST
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